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Elden Ring Free Download is a fantasy action RPG that uses the same gameplay mechanics as Black
Mirror (Gameloft’s flagship mobile game). In Elden Ring, your journey will take you on an action-
packed, quest-filled adventure. When you see the Elden Jewel, you will rise to become the World’s
strongest lord. You can unlock more than 20 strength-boosting skills by combining gear and
weapons. ABOUT GAMELOFT GAMES Gameloft is a leading mobile game publisher in the world with
close to a 100 million players. In close partnership with the best development studios in the industry,
they have created a portfolio of award-winning games. Gameloft and selected partners have built
the most popular games on both Android and iOS. Gameloft’s portfolio includes the most famous
games of the last decade, such as UNLOCKED, THE LEGEND OF BRIAR STREET, AIRPOD and VECTOR.
Their games are downloaded in more than 70 countries and they were awarded hundreds of millions
of downloads worldwide. Discover our vision to always surprise, challenge and entertain you here:
ABOUT GK: GRAPHICS GAMES KOREA is a leading South Korean developer of games and gaming
content. Founded in 1998, GK has released over 100 titles in a variety of genres including FPS, role-
playing and action titles. For more information, please visit: Media Contacts: GK PR Suk Joo Kim
+82-2-9933-3483 SukJoo@graphicsgameskorea.com Gameloft Jean Fabre +33-1-50-66-99-00
jacalotjean@gameloft.com Communication of Caution: This is a new game with a new operation
system. While the game is available for some Android devices, device capacities and functions of
some devices may not support the game. We recommend that, prior to installing and using the
game, you download the full version to your device via Play Store or check for the correct version on
Google Play. AP’s privacy policy governs the use of personal

Elden Ring Features Key:
Incredible Dungeon Exploration Powered by EERB! + FULLY COOPERATIVE Play, local multiplayer,
and both offline and online play that is easy to pick up.
Established an Alliance with Elden, while deepening the bond that the Party created with the Ghost
Lord.

Six characters to choose from with eight different skills.
New system of Unique and Customizable Beast Tamer Roles including Rage Mode, Boost
Rotation, and more!
Engineering First Impressions: Can the player you hire become your partner for the battle?*
A wide variety of Gear with which to battle the monsters called to death.
Numerous guilds depending on what you are trying to accomplish.

Four different classes: Clerics, Druids, Wizards, and Hunters.

Epic story filled with monsters and obstacles shaped by the Ecstasy!
Three Battle systems.

★ The complete game is currently in development!★
Want to see the latest version of Eberron and see what they're up to in development, get access to the
closed alpha here! 

If you are interested in becoming an early alpha tester, please send an email to email <a
href="eberronalpha@gmail.com">eberronalpha@gmail.com</a> with your reddit name, email and any
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professional backgrounds you have. The email includes your beta access information.
If you have questions you can email the following address: eberron@xerus.org
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